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to destroy, my belief in these arrogant claims, for I have
lived long in London, and have got to know that it is the
greatest manufacturing city in Great Britain, and that
the vast body of it is as provincial as the provinces, and
therefore can claim to share their virtues
I had acted in distant parts of the Empire, in rough
places, and had come to love all the stout-hearted
hospitable men who so often live far harder lives than
any we know here, and to love yet more the stout-
hearted women who go with them and on whom the
happiness and success of their men depend What I
learnt then I have since confirmed, for wherever I have
travelled in the Empire overseas I have discovered that
if the woman is stout-hearted and kind the household
and the farm flourish, but where she is faint-hearted
failure stands waiting on the stoop
In my youthful touring days it would have damped my
ardour to know that only a part—perhaps a very little
part—of the applause which used to greet us was a tribute
to the talents of the players But now the knowledge
that it must have been so adds pleasure to remembrance
We strolling players were welcomed and feted not only
because we were bright young things—or their Victorian
counterparts—but also because we were, all uncon-
sciously, little missionaries of Empire We awakened
memories of home in lonely hearts in those who whilst
building new homes kept sweet and green memories
of the home they or their forbears had left behind them
And I have often wondered whether other professions
also might not go on tour and help to make closer the
bonds of sympathy and understanding which alone can
bind together the British commonwealth of Nations
It might lighten the "white man's burden " It might
spare many a Kipling from going along the Empire like a
ganger along a tram, swinging his heavy hammer to
test the axles and prove by the noise it makes how strong
it is1 He could spend all his time taking "tired people to
the islands of the blest "
I had learnt my business and under many masters

